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Commentary
It is projected that annually close to 1.5 million medical errors occur that between 48,000 and
98,000 of them result in mortality of patients [1]. Various factors have been shown to attribute to
these errors amongst nursing practitioners, like shift-working, sleep, fatigue, and extended working.
Nowadays, the patient safety in clinical settings is a subject of concern to health policy makers and
medical directors. To meet the patients’ needs, the medical principals require improving the quality
of patient cares, keeping the health-care-related mistakes and adverse events to a minimum of the
level.
The sleep of nursing practitioners is one of the challenges facing hospital managers. Frankly, the
nurses are not able to provide the safe health services to the patients when they are sleepy during the
care giving. The nurses do not sleep sufficiently are fatigued and have worked for a shift longer than
12 consecutive hours [2,3]. The nurse shortage is a reason that hospital managers ask the nurses to
work for a long shift. The long/extended shift is a risk to patient safety owing to shortage in sleep,
fatigue, and medical errors [2].
The fatigues resulted from the shortage in sleep has been shown to be a predictor of risk to the
patient, including injuries to patients upon care giving, falling patients, medication administration
errors, incomplete or incorrect documentation, delayed patient care and nosocomial infections [4].
More than 50% of the nurse’s work in shift-working has reduced sleep or alertness [5]. Subsequently,
the sleep disturbance is a factor of a lower patient safety [5,6].
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Sleep loss as the result of working in night shift is substantially sufficient to impair decision
making in nurses or other clinical practitioners, disintegrate the information, planning execution
and vigilance [7,8]. The nurses have acknowledged that fall asleep when working in night shift
[9,10]. Close to one-fifth of the nurse struggle to stay awake when giving care to patients at night
shift since the previous month [9].
The current journal strongly recommends the investigators to take their focus on patient
safety in a detail perspective. The risks originating from insufficient sleep in nursing practitioners
are required to be examined more than this level. Undoubtedly, the only way to establish a safer
environment for the patient passes through the new researches.
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